Product Development Engineer

This role to provide the product development solution of display in different categories.

RESPONSIBILITIES
- Work with Design development team to compile detailed 3D modelling, proposal of tender, concept design proposal and bill of Material for the project.
- Work independently on project with Sourcing team and Sales team.
- Work closely with Engineers in HK and DG, prototype team and Vendors
- Read and comments the design brief and communicate with Sales team in Asia and EU.
- Ensure drawings in agreed timeframe and accuracy of information
- Complete the drawings and specification with AutoCAD, Illustrator and Solidwork
- On-site visit, monitoring (HK, overseas – Asia Pacific)

REQUIREMENTS
- University graduated/ recognized High Diploma in Mechanical Engineering or Electrical Engineering
- 0-2 years’ experience in digital POS Industry or Toy Industry or Manufacturing Industry
- Knowledge of manufacturing processes including digitalization, injection moulding, plastic and metal fabrication, extrusion, electrical and lighting are preferred.
- Good verbal and written communications skills with fluency in Mandarin, English and Cantonese
- Solidworks

You can know more about Meiyume on the social media below:

Instagram:  LinkedIn:  WeChat:  Red:

At Meiyume, we are creators and innovators providing solutions in fragrance, skincare, colour cosmetics, hair care and oral care for world class brands, retailers and direct marketers. We offer a full range of beauty solutions, including design, engineering, formulation, filling, packaging, manufacturing, quality control, logistics, static and interactive point-of-sale display plus smart, retail responsive data analytics. Meiyume is a member of the Fung Group and aims to empower beauty for the future. (www.meiyume.com)